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Abstract 
Miersemann, E. and H.D. Mittelmann, Stability and continuation of solutions to obstacle problems, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 35 (1991) 5-31. 
In this paper we will give a summary of some of our results which we have obtained recently. We mainly 
consider the question whether solutions to variational inequalities with an eigenvalue parameter are stable in the 
sense defined in Section 1. More precisely, we ask whether a solution to the variational inequality yields a strict 
local minimum of an associated energy functional defined on a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space. This 
nonlinearity of the space of admissible vectors implies a new and interesting stability behavior of the solutions 
which is not present in the case of equations. 
Moreover, it is noteworthy that optimal regularity properties of the solutions to the variational inequality are 
needed for the stability criterion which we will describe in Section 2. Applications to the beam and plate are 
considered in Sections 4 and 5. In the case of a plate, numerical computations are crucial because it is 
impossible to find an analytical expression for a branch of solutions to the variational inequality which is not 
also a solution to the free problem. Closely connected to the question of stability of a given solution to a 
variational inequality is the question of the continuation of this solution, which we will discuss in Section 3. 
In Section 6 a survey will be given on the methods used for the computation of stability bounds. This includes 
in particular a short introduction to continuation algorithms for both equations and variational inequalities. 
Frequent references will be made to the literature of direct relevance to the material presented. A few 
additional related research papers or monographs have been included in the bibliography (Courant and Hilbert 
(1962/1968), Fichera (1972) Funk (1962), Glowinski et al. (1981), Kikuchi and Oden (1988) Landau and 
Lifschitz (1970), Lions (1971) and Lions and Stampacchia (1967)). 
Keywords: Variational inequality, unilateral problem, contact problem, beam buckling, plate buckling, eigen- 
value problem, bifurcation, stable solution, continuation method. 
1. Introduction 
In many applications one is interested in critical points of functions 1 which are defined on a 
real linear space H. It is well known that a necessary condition for u E H to be a local minimum 
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of the real functional I is the equation 
I’(U)(U) = 0 (1.1) 
for all u E H, where I’, I” denote Ggteaux or FrCchet derivatives of I. We assume that all 
derivatives which we shall need exist and are continuous. A simple example is the case H = R” 
and I: R” + R. Then (1.1) implies I,,(u) = 0, j = l,.. ., n, for u = (xi,.. ., x,)~. 
Equation (1.1) is a consequence of the Taylor expansion 
I(U+u)=I(U)+I’(U)(u)+~l”(U)(u, u)+o(llul~3) (I-2) 
for fixed U, u E H and II u 11 < p, p > 0 small. Here and in the following we assume that H is a 
real Hilbert space. By 11 u 11 we denote a norm on H. 
Now, let u be a solution to (1.1) that is, we assume that u satisfies the necessary condition for 
a local minimum. We are interested in the question whether u defines a local minimum of I. One 
sees from (1.2) that a sufficient (second-order) condition for u to define a local minimum of I is 
I”( u)( u, u) >, c 11 u II2 
for all u E H with a positive constant c which does not depend on u. 
Example 1.1 (Bending problem for the linear beam). Set for 0 < I < 00, 
H = H;(O, I) n H*(O, I). 
This Sobolev space contains all functions which are continuously differentiable and satisfy the 
boundary conditions u(O) = u(f) = 0. By k( ) x we denote a force per unit of length which acts 
perpendicularly to the x-axis, see Fig. 1.1. The associated energy functional is here, see [14], 
1(u) = i/of[u”(x)]’ dx - jo;(x)u(x) dx. 
It is well known that there exists a unique solution to (1.1) and that this solution defines a strict 
local minimum of I. 
Example 1.2 (Buckling problem for the linear Euler beam). Here the beam is compressed by a 
force P acting in the direction of the negative x-axis, see Fig. 1.2. The energy functional is, see 
[141> 
I,(u) = :/o’[u”(x)]* dx- fh$u’(x)]* dx. 
In contrast to the bending problem, the functional I depends on a positive real parameter 
h = P/EJ, EJ being the bending stiffness. It is well known that for all X satisfying - cc < A -C 
Fig. 1.1 Beam bending under lateral load. 
I P t ‘x 
Fig. 1.2. Beam under axial load. 
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(~/f)~ there exists a unique solution to (1.1) namely u = 0 on (0, I) and that this solution 
defines a strict local minimum of lh, - 00 < X < ( IT/,)~. The function u = 0 is always a solution 
to (1.1). It is also known that (1.1) has nontrivial solutions if and only if A, = (n =/1) 2, 
n=l,2,... . These numbers are said to be the eigenualues to the above problem. If A > A,, then 
the solutions to (1.1) do not define a local minimum of the functional I,. In the case X = h,, all 
solutions, that is, the zero solution u,, = 0 and the eigenfunctions u1 = c sin(T/f)x, c = const., 
yield a local minimum but not a strict local minimum. 
There is an important characterization of the first eigenvalue: 
I’[ (I”(x)]~ dx
X,= min O 
c’Etf\(OJ /‘[r/(x)]’ dx . 
0 
(1.3) 
The higher eigenvalues may be characterized by minimum-maximum principles, see, for example, 
[61- 
If the admissible deflections are restricted by unilateral side conditions, then one has an 
interesting new stability behavior of the beam, see Section 4, and for the corresponding problem 
for the plate, see Section 5. 
Now, we assume, in contrast to the above, that the functional I(u) is defined on a closed 
convex subset V of H. Then a necessary condition for u E V to be a local minimum of I is the 
variational inequality 
I’(U)(U-U) 20 (1.4) 
for all u E V. 
This follows easily from the expansion (1.2) and from the definition of a local minimum. Let 
u E V be fixed and 0 < 6 < 1; then U, = u -t c( u - u) E I’. For 6 < co, e. sufficiently small, u, 
belongs to a small neighborhood of u. Thus, 
I( UJ - I(U) >, 0, 
since u defines a local minimum by assumption. The expansion (1.2) yields 
I(u,)=I(U)+c1’(U)(u-U)+o(~2). 
Combining this with the above inequality we arrive at 
61’( u)( u - U) + o( e”) >, 0, 
which implies the variational inequality (1.4). 
In this paper, we are interested in the question whether a solution u to the variational 
inequality (1.4) defines a local minimum of the given functional I which depends on an 
eigenvalue parameter. 
A rough criterion follows easily from the expansion (1.2). According to this expansion we have 
I(u)=l(u)+l’(u)(u-U)+:l”(u)(u-U, u-U)+o(llu-U~13) 
for u E V with 11 u - u 11 < p. 
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Fig. 1.3. Bending in the presence of obstacles. Fig. 1.4. Buckling in the presence of obstacles. 
Then u defines a local minimum of I if 
I”( u)( u - u, u - u) >, c 11 u - u II2 
is satisfied for all u E V, 11 u - u 11 < p. But this criterion does not take into account that u solves 
a variational inequality instead of an equation. In the case of a variational inequality, I’( u)( u - U) 
is possibly positive for some u E V. Thus the above criterion is too rough. In Section 2 we will 
give a criterion which suits our case of variational inequalities and especially our applications to 
the beam and plate. 
An analogous problem to Example 1.1 for variational inequalities is given, if we take 
V= {uEH~(O, f)nH2(0, 1): u(x)>,+(x) on(0, r)}, 
where J/ is a given function on (0, I), see Fig. 1.3. 
One obtains a problem corresponding to Example 1.2 for variational inequalities by setting 
V= {U E&(0, Z) nH*(O, I); #,(x) G u(x) G+,(x) on (0, I)}, 
where ql, q2 are given functions satisfying ql(x) < 0 G 4*(x) on (0, f), see Fig. 1.4. 
In this case, it is also possible to define a critical load as in (1.3) by 
/‘[u”(x)]’ dx 
h, = min O, 
USC(V) 
o+o /- [u’(x)]* dx . 
0 
Here C(V) denotes the tangential cone of V at zero, that means the closure of the set 
{w; w=tu forall UE Vandforall t>O) 
with respect to the H*(O, /)-norm. 
It turns out that A, is the first point of bifurcation of the variational inequality 
I;( u)( u - u) = J,:“(u - u)” dx - A$/( u - u)’ dx > 0 
for all u E V, see [19]. 
Here A, is said to be a bifurcation point if there exists a sequence of solutions (A,, un) to this 
variational inequality where u, f 0, A, + h, and (1 U, 11 + 0. 
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2. The stability criterion 
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Let V be a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space H and let u E V be a solution to the 
variational inequality 
UEV”: F’(u)(u-u)>,G’(u)(u-u) (24 
for all u E V. Here F’, G’ are the first Gdteaux derivatives of continuous real functionals F and 
G defined on H. We assume that all G&teaux or FrCchet derivatives which we shall need exist 
and are continuous; moreover, that 
F”( u)( u, u) is equivalent to the given norm on H, (2.2) 
G”( u)( u, u) is weakly continuous with respect to U. (2.3) 
A solution u E I/ to (2.1) is said to be stable if it defines a strict local minimum of the 
functional 
1(u) = F(u) - G(u), 
that is, I( U) >, I(u) holds for all u E V such that 11 u - u 11 -C p for a sufficiently small p > 0, and 
equality takes place only for u = u. 
Thus, the variational inequality (2.1) yields a necessary condition for a stable state because for 
u, u E V and 0 < E < 1 one has 
1(u+E(U-u))=1(U)+EI’(24)(U-u)+0(~*). 
For a given t > 0 we set 
y(u)={w~H; u+twEV} 
and assume that V # ( u}. We remark that each u E V, u # u, may be written as u + tw with 
t>O, F”(u)(w,w)=landu+tw~V,wheret*= F”(u)(u-u, u-u)and w=t-‘(u-u). 
Define for a given positive constant A, 
I/;,,(u) = {WE Y(u); F”(u)( w, w) <1 and I’(u)(w) <At). 
Let 
AH1 = max G”(u)(w, w) 
~~EH\{o) .“( u)( w, w) ’ 
From (2.2) and (2.3) it follows that there 
We make the following hypothesis. 
is a maximizer of this problem. 
(H) Let t, + 0, t, > 0, and let w, E v:,,A( u) be a weakly 
follows that G”( u)( w, w) < 1. 
In [26, Section 21 the following result was proved. 
convergent sequence w,-w. Then it 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the hypothesis (H) is satisfied with a constant A satisfying 2 A > A,’ - 1. 
Then the solution u to the variational inequality (2.1) defines a strict local minimum. Moreover, the 
inequality I(u) - I(u) > c 11 u - u II* holds for all u with 11 u - u 11 < p, where c and p are positive 
constants. 
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In the following sections we set F(u) =f( ) u and G(U) = hg( u) where h is a real positive 
parameter. Instead of I(u) we shall write 1,(u). 
3. On the continuation of solutions 
We are interested in the local continuation of a given solution (ZQ, X,) E V x R to the 
variational inequality 
24E V: f’(u)(u-u)>hg’(u)(u-u) (3.1) 
for all u E V. 
Only in some special cases is it possible to find an analytical expression for a branch of 
solutions to a variational inequality of type (3.1). 
In this section we will collect some theoretical results on the local continuation of parameter- 
dependent nonlinear variational inequalities. Associated numerical continuation methods were 
given by one of the authors [33-361 already some years ago. 
3.1. Continuation with respect to a norm 
Set 
B&4,)= {uEH; Ijug-UI] <P}, P’O. 
We suppose that there is a p > 0 such that 
(!i 
(iii) 
f is weakly lower semicontinuous on u n B,( uO), 
g is weakly continuous on V f’ BP ( q,), 
f”( u)( w, w) is equivalent to the given norm I] w ]I = (w, w)r12 on H uniformly with 
respect to u E Vn B,(Q), 
that is, we assume in (iii) that there exist positive constants cr, c2 not depending on u 
such that 
Cl II w II * d’Wb% 4 G c* II w II * 
for all u E I’0 B,( uO), 
(iv) g”( u)( w, w) is weakly continuous with respect to w E H for every fixed u E V n B,( q,), 
(v) f’ww~wJl1*~ c > 0, for all u E Vn B,( uO). 
We mention that the question of continuation from trivial solutions (0, A,) of (3.1) under the 
assumption f’(0) = g’(0) = 0 was studied by several authors, compare [21] and its references, 
[2,381. 
For a given u E V and t > 0 we set 
V,(U)={WEH; u+twEV} 
and assume that v(u) # (0) for all t with 0 < t < to. 
Let for a given constant A 
~:,,(u)={wE~(u);~“(u)(~, w)<l, lf’(~>(w>l~~tandIg’(~)(w)I~~t}. 
Assume that (u, h) E VX R, is a solution to (3.1) with f(u) = r2, r > 0. We make the following 
hypothesis. 
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(A) Let t, JO and w, E v:,,A( u) be a weakly convergent sequence wn7w. Then it follows that 
w E K, for a given closed convex cone with the vertex at zero. 
In applications to obstacle problems for the beam or plate, see [22,23] and Sections 4 and 5, 
assumptions of type (A) or (H) from Section 2 imply in some cases of contact that w = 0 and 
grad w = 0 hold on the boundary of the contact set. Then K, is defined through these side 
conditions. 
We assume that 
g”(u)(w, w> ’ 0 
is satisfied for a w E K,. 
Define AK, through 
g”b>(w~ 4 
Ai,’ = w2& f”(U)(W, w) . 
See [21] for this and similar problems in convex sets and for related references. 
Let ( ZQ, X,) E V X R + be a solution to the variational inequality (3.1) with f( uO) = r/, r,, > 0. 
Set u(rO) = u0 and h(r,) = X,. Under the further assumption 
g’(U(rO))(h) > 0 for an h E H, 
such that u( rO) + h E V, one has [30] the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the inequality A( rO) 6 A, and the hypothesis (A) with u = u0 are 
satisfied. Then there exists a constant q0 > 0 such th;! for every r, 1 r - r, 1 < q,, there exists a 
solution (u(r), A(r)) to the variational inequality (3.1) with f (u( r)) = r*. Moreover, there exists a 
constant c independent of r such that 
IIu(r)-u(rO)II <cIr-r01”2 and IA(r)-A( dcIr-r,l”2. 
The method of proof of this result is based on Beckert’s continuation method for eigenvalue 
equations [l] which is in a certain sense the variational counterpart to the method of Decker 
Keller [7] in the regular case. 
For the question concerning the uniqueness of the continuation see [30, Section 31. 
3.2. Continuation with respect to the eigenvalue parameter 
and 
Let (u, X) E V X R be a solution of (3.1). The question is whether for a given 6, I c ( G Q, 
co > 0 sufficiently small, there exists a solution u(e) to the eigenvalue X(E) = A + 6. We have 
shown in [26] that there is a solution u(e) of (3.1) with ]I U(E) - u 11 < ce, provided a certain 
eigenvalue criterion is satisfied. Moreover, one has for the local behavior u(c) = u + cui + O(E), 
where ui is a solution of an associated linear variational inequality over a closed convex cone 
with the vertex at zero, see Theorem 3.3. These generalize recent results for elliptic variational 
inequalities of second order by Conrad et al. [5] to more general problems. 
We define 
C,(V)= {UEH; u+uE V} 
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and 
C,‘(V) = { UE C,(V); I,‘(u)(u) =o}, 
and assume C,‘-(V) # (0). 
Let K denote the closed cone hull of C,,l (V), that is, the closure of the set 
{su; UEC~~(V) and ~200). 
The cone K is a convex cone with the vertex at zero. We make the following hypothesis. 
(A,) Let t, J 0 and let w, E K:,<u) be a weakly convergent sequence wn7w such that 
lim sup,,J,‘(u)(w,) < co holds. Then it follows that w E K. 
Let 
d’b)b~ 4 
ni’ = 2$0, f”(U)(W, w) . 
Concerning the local continuation we have [26] the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that (A,) and A > AK are satisfied. Then there exists a solution u(e) of the 
variational inequality by (3.1) for the eigenvalue X(e) = A + e, 1 e 1 6 eO, e0 > 0 sufficiently small. 
Moreover, one has 11 u(e) - u (1 < c I c I with a constant c which does not depend on 6. 
For the formulation of the next theorem we consider the variational inequality 
UEK: I,“(u)(h, u - h) - a$( u)( u - h) > 0 
for all u E K. We recall that K is the closed cone hull of CU1 (I’). 
Let H, be the linear space H,_, = K - H. If X < AH, holds, where 
g”MW, 4 
“G: = wG~~{o) f “( u)( w, w) ’ 
(3.2) 
then there exists a unique solution of (3.2), see [17]. 
Concerning a development of u(c) with respect to E, we have [26] the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that hypothesis (A,) and X < A, are satisfied. Then there exist eigenvectors 
u(c) of (3.1) f or eigenvalues h(e) = X + e, with 
U(E) = u + Et.+ + o(e), 
where II e-‘o(e) 11 + 0 as e + 0 and where u1 E K is the unique solution of (3.2) with u = 1 for 
e>O and a= -1 if e<O. 
4. Application to the beam 
In this section we give a simple but illustrative application of the previous stability criterion to 
the unilateral beam. We consider the linear Euler beam in the case that its deflection is limited 
by an obstacle. Let a clamped or simply supported beam be axially compressed by a force 
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P > P,, where PO denotes the critical load of Euler. The beam then contacts the obstacle. We 
assume that the energy of the beam, up to a multiplicative constant, is given by 
&x(u) =_G) -Q(u) 
4.1. The linear Euler beam 
f(u) = $I~‘(x)* dx, g(u) = $J’(x)’ dx 
and X = P/EJ, EJ the bending stiffness. Here u(x) denotes the deflection of the beam away 
from the reference line and 1 the length of the beam. 
We consider in the following the simply supported beam, satisfying the boundary conditions 
u(O) = u(1) = 0. We assume that the admissible deflections u satisfy the inequality 
u(x) d G(x) on (0, I), 
where 4 E C4[0, 11 is a given function with q(x) > 0 on [0, ,I. 
This problem was considered by Link [15] in the case #(x) = d = const. and later in [22] by 
using variational inequalities. ’ 
Let 
V= {u E H,‘(O, r) n H2(0, 1); u(x) 4 q(x)} 
be the set of admissible deflections with the usual Sobolev notation. 
A necessary condition for u to be a stable state is the variational inequality 
24E V: I,(u)(u-u)>O 
for all u E V. 
(4.1) 
Now, we consider some cases of contact of the beam with the obstacle. Let (u, h) be a 
solution to (4.1) such that the coincidence set 
c= (xE(0, ~);24(x)=~(X)} 
is a closed interval [a, b], 0 -c a < b < 1. 
Integration by parts yields 
I,‘(++‘) = -&da) -&w(b) + j+wL,$ dx, 
n 
where w = u - u, 
A, =u”‘(a-0) -+“‘(a), A,= -u”‘(b+O)+,“‘(b), 
and 
L,# = tp + At/J”. 
(4.2) 
’ We would like to thank Professor R. Kliitzler for telling one of the authors about this problem. 
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Fig. 4.1. Beam buckling with obstacle 4, L,IJ > 0. 
From (4.2) and (4.1) one concludes that 
cn {xE(~, 1); L,+b>o} 
Fig. 4.2. Beam buckling with obstacle J/, L,J/ < 0. 
has no interior points, see Fig. 4.1. 
For the simple (standard) proof, let x0 E (a, b) be an interior point of [a, b] such that 
(L,$)( x0) > 0 holds. Because of the assumption \cI E C4(0, 1), we have 
(L+)(x)>c>O on [x,-h, x,+h] 
for a constant c, h sufficiently small such that [x0 - h, x0 + h] c (a, b). 
Then we take, for example, 
w(x; x0, h) = -[x-(x0-h)]*[x-(x,+h)]*, x,-hhxxx,,+h, 
0, elsewhere, 
as a valid test function in (4.2) and obtain a contradiction to the variational inequality (4.1). 
Furthermore, from (4.2) and (4.1) it follows that A, > 0 and A, > 0. To see this, we take the 
above test function w = w(x; a, h) and obtain 
= A,h4 + 0( h’). 
< 0 would yield a contradiction to the variational inequality (4.1) if h is 
u4b4 
The assumption A, 
small. 
Thus, we assume that Lh# G 0 holds on [a, b]. We set 
a(u, u) = [‘d2Y dx, 
JO 
and denote by p( L? \ C) the lowest 
24 E H: u(u, u) = /LFLb(u, 
for all u E H, where 
b(u, u) = J 
I 
u’u’ dx 
0 
eigenvalue of 
) (4.3) 
H= {u E H*(fi’\C) n H,@\C); u’(u) = u’(b) = 0} 
with Sz = (0, Z). 
Remark 4.1. One has 
where +rO = 4.4934.. . is the smallest positive root of tan x = x. 
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t-:l.. 
Fig. 4.3. Beam buckling with obstacle I), LA+ = 0. 
“/L$& 
Fig. 4.4. Beam buckling under load P. 
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that L,$ < 0 holds on (a, b), see Fig. 4.2. Then (u, X) is stable if 
X -c p(Q\C) is satisfied. 
This result follows because the weak limit w of hypothesis (H) in Section 2 satisfies w = 0 on 
[a, b], see [29, Section 31. 
In the next proposition we assume that Lx+ = 0 holds on the coincidence set C = [a, b]. This 
is true, for example, for a linear object function, see Fig. 4.3. In this case we have from (4.2), 
1;(u)(w) = -A,w(a) -A,w(b) (4.4) 
with nonnegative constants A,, A, and w = u - U, u E I/. 
We denote by P,,~ the lowest eigenvalue of (4.3) with 
H= (ueH2(0, l)nH;(O, 1); u(a)=u’(a)=Oand u(b)=u’(b)=O}. 
Remark 4.3. One has 
where r0 is the same as in Remark 4.1. 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that Lh$ = 0 on (a, b) and A, > 0, A, > 0 hold. Then (u, X) is stable if 
X < pa,b is satisfied. 
The result follows by showing w(a) = w'(a) = 0 and w(b) = w’(b) = 0 for the weak limit w 
in hypothesis (H), see [29, Section 31. 
If the obstacle is constant, that is, q(x) = d = const. > 0, then one finds by a straightforward 
calculation a branch of solutions to the variational inequality (3.1), see [22], 
i 
%(4X x + sin fix), O<xxk, 
u=(d, k,cx<l-k, 
I t(fi(l-x)+sinJ);(l-x)), l-k<xGl, 
where 0 < k G $ and A = ( T/k)2. Since u”(k) = u”(I- k) = 0, it follows from [29, Proposition 
3.21 that (u, A) is stable for (2~/1)~ < X x (41r/l)~, in fact, for X = (2~/1)~ too, see [29, 
Proposition 3.31. 
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4.2. A nonlinear beam 
We assume that the energy of the beam which is compressed by a force P is given by, see, for 
example, [ 10, p.309], 
IA=+ 
J 0 
‘e’2dx+Xj%os edx, 
0 
where h = P/EJ, EJ denotes the bending stiffness, I the length of the beam and x the arclength. 
By e(x) we denote the angle between the tangential direction of the beam at x and the reference 
line (P = 0), see Fig. 4.4. 
If v(x) denotes the deflection of the beam away from the reference line, then we have 
V' = sin e, cos e= I -V Vi, 
and, thus, for the energy 
I,(u) =f(u) -Mu>, 
where 
(4.5) 
and 
f(v) = f$Y’(l - u/*)-l dx 
g(v) = -6’1 - v’*f’* dx. 
We assume that 1 v’ 1 -c 1 is satisfied on [0, I]. In the case of a simply supported beam, we have 
the boundary conditions v(0) = v(l) = 0 and for the clamped beam the conditions v(0) = v’(O) = 
u(I) = v’(I) = 0 are prescribed. 
For a constant d > 0, we define 
V= {v E H,‘(O, r) n H*(O, 1); v(x) <d on (0, r)}. 
That is, we consider the simply supported beam. A necessary condition for u E V to define a 
local minimum of the energy functional (4.5) is the variational inequality 
f’(u)(u - 24) > Xg’@)(u - U) (4-6) 
for all v E V, where 
f’(u)(h) = /I((1 - zL2)-l 
0 
~“h” + u”*u’(~ - ~‘*)-~h’) dx 
and 
g’(u)(h) = J,‘(l - u’*)u’/z’ dx. 
By scaling we obtain 
X(d, 1) = $A( f, 1). 
Thus, it is possible to take I = 1. 
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Fig. 4.5. The simply supported beam with constant obstacle. 
We assume that (u, A) is a solution of (4.6) such that 
u=d fork<x<l-k, 
u<d forO<x<k and 1-k<x<l, (4.7) 
where 0 < k < 4 (u, h depend on k) and u is even with respect to x0 = 4, see Fig. 4.5. 
Let 
V,= {wEH2(0, k); w(0) = w(k) = w’(k) = o}. 
For the associated bilinear forms to the second FrCchet derivatives f and g we have 
U”W” + 2(1 - U~z)-2U~U~~{ u’w” + U”W’} 
+ 
( 
4(1 - u”)-~ + (1 - u~~)-~)z./~~o~w’ dx 1 
and 
-l/2 + (1 _ u,2)-3/2u,2 1 v’w’ dx. 
Let p. be the smallest eigenvalue of 
UE V,: f’l(u)(v, w)=pg”(u)(v, w) 
for all w E V,. 
We assume that A = u “’ (k) = - u “’ (1 - k) satisfies A > 0. 
Then we have, cf. [22], the next proposition. 
(4.8) 
Proposition 4.5. Assume that 
Then u defines a strict local minimum of the functional (4.5). 
We say that the critical load Xcrit is attained if equality holds in this inequality. 
By using analytical bifurcation theory, one finds solutions of the type (4.7) to the nonlinear 
variational inequality (4.6) and the critical values, see [24], 
A,,, = (4~)~(1 - d2) + 0(d4), (4.9a) 
kcrit = a - id2 + O(d4). (4.9b) 
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Remark 4.6. In the case of the clamped beam one easily finds a branch of solutions to the 
variational inequality as the one above for the simply supported beam, see [24, p.5211. However, 
one has X-p,, along the constructed branch, see [24, Lemma 3.11. Thus, our second-order 
stability criterion gives no answer about the stability of the constructed branch. 
5. Application to the plate 
Let D c lR2 be a bounded domain with a piecewise smooth boundary a52. Set 
gt”) = i/,, $laiji")ux,ux, dx. 
The functions aij = aji are determined by the boundary force P - K(s) which is acting in the 
reference plane, and v is the Poisson ratio, 0 < Y < i. If the plate is simply supported on the 
boundary afi, that is, u = 0 has to be described on afi, then, cf., for example, [14], 
f(u) = tj)Ad2 d x - +(l - v)i/(s)( i&i2 ds. 
Here K denotes the curvature with respect to the inner normal at the boundary and n is the outer 
unit normal on a&?. We define an associated bilinear form as follows: 
a(u, u) = /Au Au dx - (1 - v)/ 
D aa 
K(S)% g ds. (5.1) 
To simplify the exposition, we consider the case that K = -n holds. This choice implies that 
Set 
g(u) = ‘J,I vu 1 2 dx. 
b(u, u) = 
J 
vu-vu dx. 
D 
For the simply supported plate which we consider in this section we set 
V= {u E H,‘(Q) n H2(0); u(x) G+(x) on &?} 
(5.2) 
with a C4( a) function q(x) which satisfies 0 < 4(x) on 3. 
An associated energy functional of the corresponding plate is given by, see, for example, [14], 
G) ‘f(U) -Mu) 
with u E V and h = P/D where the bending stiffness is given by D = Eh3/12(1 - y2), h the 
thickness of the plate and E the modulus of elasticity. 
Again, a necessary condition for u to be a stable equilibrium state is the variational inequality 
UE V: I,‘(u)(u-U) 20 (5 -3) 
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for all u E V or, since f and g are quadratic functionals, 
UE V: a(u, u-u)>-Ab(u, U-U) 
for all u E I/. 
Concerning the regularity, u E Hfz( s2) was shown in [9]. That u E C*( 0) holds in the case of 
the homogeneous biharmonic inequality was proved in [3]. In fact, this last regularity property 
holds for solutions to (5.1), too, compare [37, Satz 2.2, p.531. About the shape and the regularity 
of the boundary of the coincidence set C = {x E Q; u(x) = G(x)} almost nothing is known, see 
also the remarks in [29, Section 41. 
Now we consider two cases of contact of the plate with the obstacle, for other cases see [29, 
Section 41. 
Let (u, A) be a solution to the variational inequality (5.3) with the coincidence set 
c =&U a.&, 
where J&’ is a domain with a sufficiently smooth boundary, say, piecewise smooth. Integration by 
parts yields 
I,‘(u)(w) = -~~~&)w(s) d.r + /-~+,lc dx, (5 -4) 
where w = u - U, Lh$ = A2+ + X A# and A, = a/an(A+ -Au). Here n denotes the outer unit 
normal on a&. For simplicity we assume that A, E C( a.&‘) holds. 
Since (u, A) solves (5.3) by assumption, we see from (5.4) that A, 3 0 on EM is satisfied and 
that 
dn{xEi2;Lx$>0} 
has no interior points. Thus, we assume that L,+ < 0 holds on JZ?. 
By p( G?\ C) we denote the lowest eigenvalue of 
uEH: a(u, u) =j&(u, u) 
for all u E H with 
(5.5) 
H= u~H~(~\C)~H2(~\C);~=Ooni3;*?). 
i 
The bilinear forms u, b are defined by (5.1) and (5.2). By the same argument which yields 
Proposition 4.2, one shows the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that L,rC, < 0 holds on &‘. Then (u, X) is stable if h -c p( In\C) is 
satisfied. 
In the next proposition we consider the case that L,rC, = 0 holds on the coincidence set C. By 
p( -01) we denote the smallest eigenvalue of (5.5) with H = H& _FY’). 
Proposition 5.2. Assume that L*I+!J = 0 on _Q.? and A,(s) > 0 on i&z? hold. Then (u, X) is stable if 
X <minMQ\C), 64) 
is satisfied. 
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This assertion follows from Theorem 2.1 and because under the assumptions of the previous 
proposition the weak limit w of the hypothesis (H) in Theorem 2.1 satisfies w = &v/an = 0 on 
U’, see [29, Section 41. 
Because this result is important for applications, we will give a sketch of the proof. More 
precisely, we show that 
J A,(s)w(s) ds = 0 and ad 
hold for the weak limit w of the sequence w,, of hypothesis (H). For the proof we set z = I,L - U. 
Then by definition of I/;ju) we have 
t,w,(x + hn) < z(x + hn). (5.6) 
If x E r, r = a._&, then the Taylor expansion implies that, see [29, Section 41, 
w(x+hn)=w(x)+&x)+R,(w, x, h) 
with 
IJ R, ds I < c 1 S 1 1’2 1 h 1 3’2 11 w II H~.qn) 
s 
for each measurable subset S c r and 
z(x + hn) = z(x) + h%(x) + :h2u,,,,(x)n;nj + R, 
holds for almost all x E r with 
< c I S I “2 I h I 5’2 II u 11 Hx.zc8~j 
for a fixed L?’ such that 
AccL?‘ccf2, 
h > 0 sufficiently small. 
Combining these expansions with (5.6) we arrive at 
w,,(x)A, + hA,$(x) + R,A, 1 < &A,, 
almost everywhere on a.& since 
z=vz=V*z=O on&Z?. 
Inserting h = k sign a w,/&,( x) into this inequality for a constant k, I k I < ho, we obtain 
(5.7) 
where 
a, = - adAl(s)wn(s) ds. 
J 
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If (Y, = 0 holds, then (5.7) implies that 
Let (Y,, > 0 for a subsequence and set 
If /3,> /3 > 0 was satisfied for a subsequence, then we would obtain a contradiction from (5.7) as 
follows. 
Let k = 2~x,/p in (5.7). Then 
We recall that CY,, > 0 and (Y,, -+ 0 hold since 
a,, <At,, 
see hypothesis (H) of Section 2. From (5.8) and (5.9) we see that 
(y <A G(2%/PY2 
n’ 
(Y n - c, (2%/P )3’2 ’ 
(5.9) 
which yields a contradiction if CX, tends to zero. 
Remark 5.3. In [31] the results mentioned here are extended to the nonlinear plate governed by 
the von Karman equations. This nonlinear approach yields a good stability criterion from the 
mechanical point of view. In contrast to the above-mentioned papers variations of the displace- 
ment vector in the base domain are considered, too. 
5.1. The circular plate 
Let Q be the disc 
Q=&(O)= {XE@ x:+x;il} 
and Ic, ( X) = d = const. > 0. In this case we can define a radially symmetric branch u of solutions 
to the variational inequality (5.3) explicitly as follows, see also [25, Section 21. 
Let q be given, satisfying 0 < q < 1. We seek a radially symmetric eigenfunction to 
A*u +X Au = 0 in B,\B,, u’(q) = u”(q) = 0, 
and 
U(l) = 0, U”(1) + VU’(l) = 0, 
i.e., for the simply supported plate, under the side condition 
u(q) = d. 
In the case of the clamped plate the above boundary condition at 1 x 1 = 1 has to be replaced by 
U(1) = U’(1) = 0. 
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Fig. 5.1. Circular plate, loaded radially along perimeter, 
contact region shaded. 
We set u = d on B4 and 
Fig. 5.2. Rectangular plate, load normal on all sides, A 
contact region. 
u(r)=d l- 
i 
:~[Jo(kq)%(k~) - ~o(~q)Jo(~~)l -WA  
++o(kq)~o(k) - &(kq)J,(k)l + wd 
on B,\B,, see Fig. 5.1. 
For the simply supported plate we denote by k = k( Y, q) the smallest zero of the equation 
&r(l- +Y,(kq)J,(k) -J&#,(k)] 
+&rk[J,(kq)N,(k) -No(kq - ;(l -v) =O. 
And in the clamped case k = k(q) is the smallest zero of 
:+&k)%(q) - &k)J,(k)] + ; = 0. 
By J, and IV, we denote Bessel functions of the first and second kind and nth order. 
The above defined u are the solutions of (5.3) to the eigenvalue A = A( Y, q) = k2( Y, q) in the 
simply supported case and A = X(q) = k2( q) for the clamped plate. 
Let r,, be the smallest zero of J1( 7) = 0, that is, r0 = 3.831705 97. 
From the eigenvalue criterion Proposition 5.2 we obtain in [25] that for the simply supported 
plate u is stable if 
holds, and in the clamped case if 
is satisfied. 
The critical load ACtit is obtained from the case that equality holds in the above inequalities. 
For the clamped case computations yield 
Actit = 84.195 935 52. 
For the simply supported plate Actit depends on v, see [25] for values of Xcrit( v). For example, 
A&0.318) = 46.001616 30. 
We mention that one has to test the stability of the constructed radially symmetric solution with 
perturbations u E V, (1 u - u (1 small, possibly without radial symmetry, see [25]. 
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5.2. The rectangular plate 
For the rectangular plate an explicit solution of the associated variational inequality as in 
Section 5.1 is not known. Therefore, continuation has to be applied to the variational inequality 
in order to determine the contact region and evaluate the stability criterion, see Fig. 5.2. A 
numerical method was developed in [28] for a discretization of the problem and is used to 
compute the critical load both in the simply supported and the clamped case. 
Numerical results may be found in [28] for q(x) = d = const. > 0. For example, we have 
obtained for the square plate 52 = (0, 1) X (0, 1) in the case of the simply supported plate that 
Xcrit = 164.97 and for the clampled plate A.,,, = 355.32. In [29, Section 51 two cases of a 
nonconstant obstacle over the simply supported square plate LZ = (0, 1) x (0, 1) were considered: 
$(x, y> =d 1 +(x+4.)%], 
[ 
d=const. >O, (5 .lO) 
4(x, y)=d[1+a(x-0.5)2(y-0.5)2], d=const.>O, (5.11) 
a = const. with - 16 < a < 0. 
The obstacle (5.11) suits Proposition 5.1, since Lx+ < 0 holds on 0, and (5.10) suits Proposition 
5.2, because LA+ = 0 is satisfied on 3. 
It turned out that the numerically constructed solutions of the variational inequality with an 
obstacle of the type (5.11) were stable for all values h considered, see [29]. For the first example 
(5.10) results were presented in [29] for d = 0.025, (Y = 10”. For larger values of (Y, computations 
were performed for (Y up to 60 O, the stability bound stayed the same and it is also identical to 
that of the case I/ = const. (cf. [28]), that is, Acrit = 164.97. 
6. The computation of stability bounds 
In this sector a survey of some of the numerical methods will be given that have been used to 
compute stability bounds. While, in general, a continuation technique has to be employed to 
approach the critical parameter values, in some cases a direct computation is possible. This was 
done in [25] using the results presented in Section 5.1. The computations were rather straightfor- 
ward and we refer to this paper for details. 
For the computation of the stability bounds in nonlinear models and, due to the nonlinearity 
of the admissible sets, in general also for linear models, continuation is necessary. Starting from 
an initial state, solutions corresponding to a sequence of values of a naturally occurring or an 
artificially introduced parameter are computed. Conditions characterizing the stability bounds 
are evaluated and, if necessary, additional iterative techniques are used to determine these 
bounds accurately. 
6.1. Continuation for equations 
In the following we introduce some basic techniques for the continuation along paths of 
solutions to nonlinear problems. As in the beginning of the paper, we first consider equations. 
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Let 
G(u, A) =O, UEX, hEIW, (6.1) 
be such an equation. Here X is, for simplicity, assumed to be a Hilbert space and G maps into 
X. There may be more than the one real parameter h but the others are considered to be fixed at 
certain values leaving X as the only variable parameter. As long as the derivative G, = dG/du is 
invertible, the implicit function theorem guarantees that a path u(X) of solutions of (6.1) exists. If 
a point ( uO, X,) on this branch is known and if Gf = G,( u,,, X,), Gj: = Gh( uO, X,), then a 
first-order Euler predictor step for a solution at A, = x0 + 6h is given by 
Ui = 2.40 + 62.4, G,o6u + G; = 0. (6.2a,b) 
There are basically two different singular points of (6.1); i.e., points ( uO, X,) in which G,” is 
not invertible. They are distinguished by 
Gf 0 Range( Gf ), Gf E Range( Gf ). (6.3a,b) 
In the first case, they are called turning or fold points while in the second case they are called 
bifurcation points. In the first case, locally there are two solutions for either h < X, or X > h, and 
no solutions on the other side of X,. In the second case, solutions bifurcate from the given 
branch. Although the stability bounds to be computed, in general, correspond to such a 
bifurcation point, it is not necessary for the following to treat this case. For more details, see, for 
example, [7,35] and the references therein. 
In order to overcome fold points, it is necessary to reparametrize the solution branch. If s 
denotes arclength along the branch and (u,,, A,) = (~(s,,), A(Q)), then (6.2) is replaced by 
24, =u,+Gsti,, A, = A, + 6s)\,, 
G,oic, + G$i, = 0, (1 zi, I] 2 + A; = 1. 
(6.4) 
Here 6s is a suitably chosen arclength-step and the tangent (ti,, A,,) = (du/ds(s,), dA/ds(s,)) 
is defined through (6.4) up to a sign. 
While the arclength s is an artificial parameter generally not of physical relevance in the given 
problem (6.1), other parameters have more direct significance or may even be part of the 
problem formulation. Frequently, these parameters are linear or nonlinear functionals of the 
function U. In the following, we will only consider one such functional, namely ]I u ]I where I] . 11 
is the norm in X. 
After predicting a new solution point in the neighborhood of (u,,, h,) a corrector iteration is 
needed to obtain this point to the required degree of accuracy. The standard procedure for this 
purpose is to solve an augmented system with Newton’s method starting from the predicted 
point, 
G(u, h) =O, N(u, h) =o. (6.5) 
Here N denotes a normalization condition. In the case of X-continuation (6.2), only G( U, X) = 0 
needs to be solved while in the other cases, a suitable N has to be added. The pseudo-arclength 
normalization is given by 
N(u, A)=ti,(u-u,)+&(h-A,)-&. (6.6) 
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Solutions satisfying (6.5), (6.6) lie on the hyperplane through (u,, X,) which 
(Co, A,). 
If a point on the branch with given norm 11 u 11 = r is to be computed, then 
N( U, X) = +( I( u II 2 - r’) 
may be used. In each case, the Newton iteration for (6.5) is (k = 1, 2,. . . ) 
25 
is orthogonal to 
(6.7) 
It should be noted that the matrix in, this system is regular in fold points. 
In order to generalize the techniques outlined above for equations to variational inequalities, it 
is clear that the most important ingredient will be a tangent along a branch, i.e., a quantity 
corresponding to uh or (ti,, &,) above. In other words, the first term in a Taylor expansion of 
the solution will be needed for a predictor-corrector scheme. There is, however, an important 
difference between the cases of infinite- and finite-dimensional X. If X is finite-dimensional 
corresponding, for example, to a discretization of a continuous problem, then, in the obstacle 
problems considered above, the number of contact points may only change at a finite number of, 
in general, isolated points along a solution branch. 
In the following section, an overview will be given on some of the techniques that have been 
used to continue along solution branches of variational inequalities and to compute stability 
bounds. 
6.2. Continuation for variational inequalities 
In this section, some recent results on continuation for variational inequalities and the 
computation of stability branches will be surveyed. One of the first papers in which the first of 
these issues was addressed is [34]. Here, a finite-dimensional variational inequality, typically a 
discretization of an obstacle problem, was solved as constrained optimization problem. The 
proposed algorithm uses a norm as continuation parameter. Explicit normalization, an active set 
strategy for a projected Newton method, and regularization are some of its features. A complete 
convergence proof was given. The continuation technique employed in [34] was simple. In a 
zeroth-order prediction, the solution at some point on the branch was just renormalized to yield 
a predicted solution for a nearby norm-level. The overall method, however, was more efficient 
that that of [33] where a gradient projection method had been applied. 
The key to obtain improved continuation algorithms is to find the analogues of the tangents 
along the branches, see Section 6.1 for equations. One of the first papers in which this question 
was considered, at least for a special class of semilinear variational inequalities, is [S]. Based on 
the results in this work, numerical continuation methods have been developed and successfully 
applied to model problems, see [4] and the references therein. Substantial generalizations, both in 
the class of problems as well as the type of continuation considered, were given in our recent 
work, some of which was quoted in Section 3. 
As in the case of equations, cf. (6.2), the first candidate for continuation is X-continuation. 
The theory for this case was given in [26]. Corresponding numerical methods have been used, for 
example, in [24,28,29,31]; of these, [24] is special since the underlying problem is the nonlinear 
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beam of Section 4.2, i.e., a one-dimensional problem. Just as the theoretical analysis of these 
problems permits one to obtain results, cf. (4.9), which could not be obtained in similarly explicit 
form for higher-dimensional problems, in [24] a special reformulation of the problem (4.6) was 
used, which reduced it to a sequence of boundary value problems. 
A free boundary problem 
Let f, g and V, be as in Section 4.2. Consider the equation 
f ‘(4(4 - Xg’(u)(4 = 0 (6.9) 
for all u E V, and the boundary conditions 
U(0) = 0, u(k) = d, u’(k) = u”(k) = 0. 
In general, of course, the point k, 0 < k -C t, of first contact of this simply supported beam with 
the obstacle is unknown. At this point three boundary conditions are prescribed. A standard 
finite-element discretization was used in [24] to solve (6.9) with the exception of the last 
boundary condition which is used to adjust k. The discretized form of (6.9) was solved by a 
damped Newton method. For details, see [24]. It turned out that for A E ((27~)‘, (~IT)~), A < pLo 
always holds, p0 as in Proposition 4.5. A simple bisection algorithm then was used to find the X 
such that A was equal to the second quantity in the stability criterion, yielding the desired 
stability bound. 
One point, however, which will be addressed here in more detail, is the solution of the 
eigenvalue problem (4.8). As the theory surveyed above shows, such eigenvalue problems have 
frequently to be solved in this context. For the continuation of this extreme eigenvalue, the 
standard inverse iteration method was successfully applied. 
Let ah( u,), bh( uh) be discretizations of the bilinear form f “, g” in (4.8) at an approximate 
solution uh, h the discretization parameter. Let further y (‘) be a nonzero vector satisfying 
]I y(O) I] = 1 where I] . )I is the norm induced by 6,. The iteration 
ah(uh)jjck+l)= b,(u,)yck), k=O, l,..., 
(k+l) = y 
-(k+i)rah(Uh)~(k+i) 
PO )Ijp+l)ll2 ’ y 
(k+i) = 
T(k+i) 
II Yk+l) II 
will in general converge to the desired eigenvalue po. 
The numerical results reported in [24] were based on relatively coarse discretizations. In [18] 
this problem was solved as an optimal control problem exploiting even further the one-dimen- 
sionality of the problem. In particular, in this work the question could be answered for 
symmetric two-sided obstacles to which states the solution jumps at the critical value. Numerical 
computations confirmed the relatively large discretization error present in the results of [24]. 
Thus, these computations were redone in a rather refined manner which included gradual 
increasing of the obstacle distance d to avoid divergence. First improved results were reported in 
[18]. Here, we present more details and additional results for the nonlinear simply supported 
beam. We confine the results to the cases d = 0.05, 0.025 and 0.0125 already considered in [24]. 
Table 6.1 lists the critical values kcrit for three values of the discretization parameter h = l/n, cf. 
[24], and a value obtained by extrapolation to h = 0 (n + 00) from a quadratic interpolation 
polynomial through these values. 
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Table 6.1 
Computed and extrapolated critical values kcri, for the simply supported beam with constant obstacle 
n d = 0.05 d = 0.025 d = 0.0125 
25 0.2481995 0.2489380 0.2491174 
30 0.2483341 0.2490758 0.2492554 
35 0.2484334 0.2491711 0.2493512 
c0 0.249085 0.249688 0.24987 
While the extrapolated values are somewhat smaller than those obtained from the asymptotic 
formula (4.9), showing that the higher-order terms in this formula are not negligible for the d’s 
used, their behavior for d + 0 clearly shows a superlinear convergence. 
The solution methods used in [28,29] are of different types. As mentioned above, both 
methods are based on A-continuation. This is appropriate where no turning or fold points are 
expected along the solution branch of interest. In both cases, the algorithms are discrete in 
nature, i.e., they are applied to a discretization of the continuous problem and they have no 
obvious continuous analogue. 
Consider the finite-dimensional variational inequality 
UE I/: ~‘(U)(u-U)),xg’(U)(u-U) (6.10) 
for all u E V of the form (3.1) but where now V is a closed convex subset of lR “, n = n(h), h the 
discretization parameter. For simplicity, we confine ourselves to the case 
V={UER”, u<d}, 
d = const., where inequalities are to be understood componentwise. Starting from a known 
solution ( uO, A,), u0 E V, a sequence of iterates { uk }, uk E V, will be generated which converge 
to a solution of (6.10) to the parameter value h = X, + 6. For each k the set of active constraints 
is defined by 
I,=+,)= {in {l,..., n}, q;=d,}. 
Two matrices Pk and Qk are given by 
Pk = (e;),,,*, Qk = 4, - P,P,‘, 
where ei E R” is the i th unit vector and E,, the n X n identity matrix. Let K be as in Section 3.2. 
The first iterate u1 is obtained through a predictor step. Let, locally near (uO, X,), the solution 
branch be parametrized by (U(E), h, + c), 1 E 1 d q,, and let U(E) have the form 
U(C) = U() + &, + O(C), 
where U,, E K is the unique solution of (3.2). A possible predictor step thus is given by the 
following. 
Predictor. 
X=X,+r, +=min(u,j+~U,,i, di), i=l,._., n. 
An iterative corrector procedure is now needed to compute a solution U(E) starting with ul. 
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Corrector. Set k = 1. 
(it;’ 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Compute qk =f’( uk) - hg’( uk) and terminate the iteration if Pzqk d 0, I( Qkqk 11 = 0. 
Set I qk, I := max{ I qki 1, ( Pzq, ), > 0} . If possible, deactivate the j th constraint, 
6 = I, - { j } and determine Qk, otherwise let & = Ik, Qk = Qk. 
Solve the linear system 
[f”(%J - wbk)l~~k=w(~k) -f'bA 
but in the “free” variables (i P fk) only. 
Determine the maximal admissible steplength Ek from 
G,=min di - ‘kr 
ier, SUkr 
and Set (Yk = mm( ‘Yk, l), Uk+i = uk + &,6u,. Set k = k + 1 and g0 t0 (i). 
The corrector is a projected Newton step. The notation, in particular the matrices Pk, Qk, was 
introduced to include more general variational inequalities. For further comments on this type of 
corrector, in particular a specific deactivation strategy for (ii), see [36]. A simple deactivation 
condition would be I] Qkgk I] = 0. 
While this method may be analyzed along the lines of the proof in [34] and will, in general, 
exhibit fast asymptotic convergence, the following relaxation-based method of [29,31] is concep- 
tually simpler. 
The predictor is the same as above while the corrector is replaced by the following. 
Corrector. u(O) = ul. For k = 0, 1, 2,. . . do 
u!k+U = tin Ul(k) _ w 
I 
i 
where z,(k) = (~l(~+‘), . . . , u!!:“, uik’, . . . , u?)) and 0 < w < 2 is a suitably chosen relaxation 
parameter. Here we have considered as, in fact, also in the examples of [29], an, in general, 
nonconstant obstacle function 4. The convergence of this method was shown in [32]. 
As was first observed in [36], certain discrete parameter-dependent variational inequalities 
possess a large number of fold points and, additionally, so-called (spurious) transition points. 
These are points where the (discrete) coincidence or contact set changes. For these problems, 
h-continuation is not appropriate. One possibility is continuation with respect to a norm for 
which theoretical results were quoted from [30] in Section 3.1. 
For simplicity, we consider the same discrete problem as in [36], namely (6.10) with f” = A = 
const., g’ = b(u), g” = B(u). We also exclude the case that the point ( uo, A,) is a singular 
point. Then we define 
tio=iio.Xo, I~ti,~~*+~;=l, 
where U. is the solution of (3.2) and I] * II the norm induced by A. 
In the following algorithm we attempt to continue from a given solution ( uo, A,) with 
I] u. I] = r to a solution (u,, X,) with ]I u, I] = r, # Y. 
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Predictor. Let z+,, A,, ti,, A0 be given. Compute & from (1 u,, + &sit,, ]( = r, and 6s from 
6s := min %, min 
i i 
+, - uoi 
. . 
I e I,: UOl 
) zi,,>o 
11 
Set 
24,=u,+Gsti,, A, = A, + &i,, I, = I(u,). 
Corrector. Set k = 1. 
(i) Compute g, = A,u, - X,b, and terminate the iteration if Glgk < 0, 11 Q,g, II = 0. 
(ii) Set ] gki ] := max{ ] gki I, ( GTg,)i > O}. If possible, deactivate the jth constraint, 
I, = Ik - { j } and determine Qk, otherwise let & = I,, Qk = Qk. 
(iii) Solve the linear system 
A,-X,B, 
u;A; 
Ad, - A,u, 
I +( rt2 - u;A,u,) ’ 
(6.11) 
but in the “free” variables (i E fk) only. 
(iv) Determin e t h e maximal admissible steplength gi, from 
and set I.X~ = min(Gk, l), uktl = uk + a,Su,, A,,, = A, + a,SX,. Set k = k + 1 and go to (i). 
We remark that the corrector is a projected Newton step for the augmented nonlinear system 
Au - hb( u) = 0, +(uTAu-rt2) =O, (6.12) 
in the space of the inactive, respectively, inactivated variables. For a different predictor and 
comments on this method, see [27]. 
The interesting solution curves first found in [36] were reproduced in [27] and even, using a 
multigrid method for parameter-dependent variational inequalities, in [12]. It is beyond the scope 
of this paper to give any details about this multi-level technique. 
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